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T
hiess/Dyncorp are seeking to 
radically reshape the way in which 
Army maintain their assets, having 
advocated a model to DMO’s Land 
Systems Division already used by the 

US Military that would have OEM (Original 
Equipment Manufacturer) independent 
organisations, and not the OEMs or Defence 
personnel, service Army’s vehicles and weapons 
platforms. The Australian-US joint venture is 
also seeking to completely reopen the concept 
for how ADF aircraft purchased through FMS 
(Foreign Military Sales) can be locally serviced.

Traditionally, armoured vehicles were 
maintained by Defence itself in Puckapunyal, 
Victoria, which still has a huge area and a sizeable 
number of engineers dedicated to maintaining 
its various fleets. In the last ten years, these 
vehicles have been re-based in Darwin, 
Brisbane, Adelaide, where Army is creating a 
new battalion, and Townsville. Nothing is really 
close to Puckapunyal anymore.

“We would like to see the Australian Army 
maintenance being organised the same way 

the US is organising it,” explains Philippe 
Odouard, Senior Manager Strategy and Business 
Development - Defence, Thiess. “The idea is that 
if you get an OEM independent organisation 
doing the servicing you can then service three 
of four kinds of vehicles in a particular location 
using the same people.”

“No OEM wants to get their vehicle touched 
by a competitor so it is very difficult to unify 
servicing being done in the same location by the 
same people unless they are OEM independent,” 
Mr Odouard adds. In the US, Dyncorp has no 
problem maintaining both General Dynamics 
and BAE Systems equipment because they don’t 
build anything – they just service.

Until now, Defence has procured new vehicles 
from OEMs and has tended to procure the long-
term support for these vehicles with the OEM as 
well; such companies, though, generally have 
great difficulties dealing with lower margin 
contracts, says Odouard.

“New vehicles have been put into service, 
each located in very different places and each 
of them being maintained, not by a centralised 

organisation, which can handle every single kind 
of vehicle but by private contractors working on 
very small quantities spread around Australia, 
which is totally inefficient: spare parts are in the 
wrong place and your skills are too thin.”

Neither are the maintenance specialists being 
used all the time as the reliability of Army vehicles 
has improved. There is a review now underway 
within DMO’s Land Systems Division, headed 
by Colin Sharp, to develop ways to resolve this 
issue.

“At the end of last year Sharp asked half a 
dozen players in industry how they would handle 
this problem,” says Odouard. “So we are trying to 
give him options; he hasn’t expressed a solution 
yet to industry. There is no way we will go back to 
centralised repair done by defence – I don’t think 
anyone would like that.”

The time is right for introducing the new model, 
says Odouard, as there are numerous different 
contracts about to be either let or renewed – so 
Defence is not stuck in a particular structure. 
Currently, there are also very few service-only 
organisations in Australia, Odouard adds.

Reshaping the 
maintenance model

SYDNEYNICHOLAS MERRETT

The Request For Tender for the through-life 
support contract for the M1A1 Abrams tanks is 
due to be issued in June.
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8 Designs on the future 
salt stole a sneak peek at the future of fashion – and the 
future looks bright! Meet two up-and-coming young fashion 
designers from the Sunshine Coast. Their work is spectacular 
and their stories are inspirational. 

18 Waterborne champion
Meet Josh Constable, a long boarder who has scales the world 
rankings, has travelled the globe… and feels most at home 
living right here on the Sunshine Coast. 

regulars
2 Surf Safety
This page provides you with surf safety tips and a 
comprehensive map detailing patrolled and unpatrolled 
beaches along the Sunshine Coast.

11 Six senses
A selection of items based on the special powers that we 
humans use to experience the world – touch, see, hear, smell, 
taste and feel. 

12 Look at me
Actress, director, student and advocate, Lisa Mills has worked 
with deaf children in the United Kingdom, India and Africa. 
She is determined to facilitate greater understanding between 
the healing world and the deaf community, and help people 
understand that the only thing deaf people can not do is hear.    

16 Ten secrets only a local would know
Find out the low-down on the best things about the Sunshine 
Coast from the only people who really know – the locals.

22 Pageturners and on the couch
We review a handful of top-rate books and new release DVDs 
that are certain to help you pass those lazy holiday hours. 

24 My scrapbook
As the weather warms up, the pool is the only place kids want 
to be. Check out some old-fashioned and new fangled games 
to pass the time while splashing about.

26 Table Talk
David Rayner believes the best food for his River House 
Restaurant at Noosa is fresh from the farms of the Sunshine 
Coast. His passion for making his restaurant the finest he can 
deliver has been honed since a fire destroyed it two years ago.

30 Produce
An ancient drink and the centrepiece of many social 
ceremonies, tea has had a place in world culture for 
thousands of years. Learn all about what makes a cuppa 
so good for you and what are the differences between the 
varieties.  

32 Sips
Wine writer Darren Patterson gives laymen a lesson in storage 
and what constitutes desirable wines. 

34 Holiday helpings
Bite-sized pieces of heaven, strawberries look sensational, 
taste divine and are in season right now. salt provides some 
easy recipes to make best use of this gorgeous fruit.  

36 Health
Self-help books, daytime television and doctors’ couches are 
filled with ideas on how people can be happy – but some say 
it is just a matter of choice. The search for happiness ends 
here.
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Our fashion stylist Briseis Onfray brings you a dozen pages of 
the latest trends for the winter fashion season on the coast.

54 Home made
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Tulipani label are elegant, comfortable and modern.   
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– exfoliators. 

58 Art
Cartoonist, illustrator and artist Brett Lethbridge is living 
a struggling artist’s dream. With his own gallery, a swag of 
awards and having recently met the love of his life, his finest 
pleasure is to witness the joy his work brings. 

62 Calendar of events
salt has hand picked a variety of events on the Sunshine Coast 

that are guaranteed to please throughout September, October, 
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Demographer Bernard Salt looks at the high price paid for 
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does not mean a home must be bereft of luxuries.  

70  Adventure
Triathletes are supermen and women with freakish abilities 

and one-eyed determination, right? Well, yes … and no. 

Learn about what is involved in the ultimate endurance races 

and why everyday people are having a go. 

75 Naturally aware
The gentle giants that pass our coastline during migration 

provide a kind of joyful, seasonal rhythm for the Sunshine 

Coast. Learn about the Humpback whale was almost wiped 

from the planet – and how watching them has become 

tourists’ passion.  
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parks the Sunshine Coast has to offer.
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Cover information
Photographer Peter Lik

I wandered to the middle of a lush meadow that was 
well lit and shimmered with a beautiful palette. I lay in the 
grass to get a unique perspective and began shooting. 
I worked with depth of field, trying to achieve a sense of 
the intimate. The result thrilled me – a simple, striking and 
different view that I enjoy shooting so much!

Cover kindly supplied by Peter Lik Gallery www.peterlik.
com Shop 2, Seahaven, 9 Hastings Street, Noosa Heads, 
5474 8233.
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The Community Independents, lead by Clr 
Jim Mauger, promised to find just such a 
solution at the last election. Ian Scandrett, 
who ran second on the ticket, says there are 
few drawbacks with such a cost-effective 
proposal, which could provide a durable 
fix until a funding strategy for a more 
permanent aquatic centre was in place.

North Sydney Council had a two-stage 
strategy for years as a cover was placed on 
top of its pool during the winter months, 
and the council saved for a grander plan. 
Eventually, the redeveloped site became a 
truly magnificent public asset.

The frustration of the years with 
Wingecarribee’s aspirations is showing, as 
swimming pool architect and consultant 
Stephen Johansson was contacted about 
this idea by YourTimes. “You just can’t 
whack on a cover. People who suggest that 
fail to realise the complications.”

Johansson’s Facilities Design Group 
has recently reported to council with four 
options for covering Bowral Pool. These 
include renovating and covering the 50m 
pool, costed at $5.5 million, and covering 
a new 25m pool and refurbishing the 50m 
pool, costed at $6.6million.

Photo credit Ford Kristo. fordfoto

Planned hazard reduction 
fires have been undertaken 
by the National Parks and 
Wildlife Service, the Rural 
Fire Service and Forests 
NSW for the past few weeks. 
Burns like this reduce the 
intensity and rate of spread 
bushfires when they occur 
during summer. Helicopters 
dropped incendiaries and 
ground crews to safely 
burn identified areas under 
controlled conditions and 
milder weather. 

Tried and proved successful in many European locations, a retractable pool 
cover (pictured) could pop on top of Bowral pool for way less than a million 
dollars. In all the exhaustive arguments and costly consultancies going back 
decades, no-one has yet found a solution to our Shire’s pools dilemma. Till 
perhaps now. 

continued over
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TRAVEL ANNI BAILLIEU  Moss Vale

Our small group of eight touched down in Blantyre, arriving from 
Sydney via Johannesburg, on a hot November afternoon last year. 
We spent our first night up in the cool hills at historic Huntingdon 
House in the Satemwa Tea Estate. My room was called “The Nursery” 
I don’t remember my childhood patch being quite like this but 
there were some serious toys just outside! We explored the estate by 
quad bike and stopped at Sunset Rock for sundowners and a view, 
so African, of silhouetted umbrella acacias against the skyline. The 
“toys” continued the next day with a tandem aerolite trip or a horse 
ride through or over the lush green tea plantations before breakfast.

Travelling east from Huntingdon, we arrived at Mvuu Camp in 
Liwonde National Park – one of the largest in Malawi and with its 
large population of hippos, reminiscent of Moremi in Botswana. The 
hippo is always respected as the most dangerous of African animals,  
and they seriously pursued as we sat quietly in our boat – somewhat 
alarming when you could see the crocodiles seemingly just waiting 
for dinner on the other side. Thankfully, the motor springing into 
life seemed to discourage our potential attackers.

Our first night on Lake Malawi was spent at the very luxurious 
Pumulani with sundowners on a traditional sailed wooden dhow. As 
if to show us luxury, however indulgent, was really not the main 
game, the following night at Mumbo Island was a complete contrast – 
simple permanent tents with bamboo long-drop ensuites, no running 
water or electricity but completely and utterly magical in every way.

For me, perhaps the highlight was a stay at the Kuti Community 
Wildlife Park where we enjoyed a safari and also had the opportunity 
to visit orphanages and schools. Kuti, established to work with the 
local communities, is run on a volunteer basis with all the profits 
being ploughed back into agriculture, education and training. In 
return, the villagers keep an eye on stray animals and provide a 
successful anti-poaching presence.

We had a project organised for our visit to one of the schools – 
installing blackboards and providing chalk, books and pens. Just to 
be part of the community for a day was a very special experience as 
their pleasure was so immense and our efforts so seemingly small. 
Kuti takes up to six volunteers at any one time who stay between 
one and six months and help either in the Park or in the villages.

Our visit was all too brief but I know that one day I will return to 
Malawi, most gentle and beautiful of countries, for I was completely 
captured by this warmest of African hearts and its people.

PS Lake Malawi is referrd to as the “calendar lake” because it is 
365 miles long and 52 miles wide!

Carol Franklin was the guest of The Africa Safari Company, 
through Moss Vale Cruise and Travel, 4868 1177

Malawi, the warm heart of Africa

My love affair with Africa was recently reignited with a 
visit to one of the smallest, yet most varied countries of this 
beguiling continent. A land of ever-changing vegetation 
that clings to the hem of soaring mountains and the edge 
of its famous “calendar lake”. Malawi offers so much to 
the traveller who seeks to avoid the well trodden path 
and be proudly introduced to its many national parks 
and tranquil lake by its friendly and humble people.

High l igh t s inc l ude:
 Satemwa Tea Estate for horse-riding, • 
quad & mountain biking, bird 
watching, tea tasting & walks through 
the tea plantations;
 Liwonde National Park—one of • 
Malawi’s premier game parks—for 
viewing elephants, sable antelope, 
warthogs, prolific birdlife, nature walks 
& boating safaris;
 Mumbo Island for 3 nights in a • 
luxurious private island chalet;
 Tour of Lilongwe & browsing Malawi’s • 
famous curios & artwork in Old Town;
 Optional 4 day extension to Flatdogs • 
Camp, Zambia in en suite safari 
tents for game viewing opportunities 
available—ask us for details.

For more information, contact:
Moss Vale Cruise & Travel
413 Argyle Street, Moss Vale, NSW 2577

Ph: 02 4868 1177
mossvalecruiseandtravel.com.au

10 days from

$3,995!*

per person

This trip will take you to ‘off-the-
beaten-track’ destinations, such as 
Huntingdon House, Satemwa Tea 
Estate to experience yesteryear & the 
better-known destinations like Liwonde 
National Park. It gives the visitor a 
chance to experience a fascinating mix 
of safari, hills and mountains as well as 
3 days to relax on Lake Malawi.

 Malawi
~ 10 Days Blantyre to Lilongwe
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When I was young and first fooling with verse, it was Robert Gray, 
one of Australia’s best and best-known poets (if a “well known poet” 
is not in this country a contradiction in terms), who taught me how 
you could, and why you should, make poetry out of the way your 
own real world runs and in the idiom in which it speaks. Paddocks 
and Sydney trains and “the wrecked houses of the paperbarks” will 
do, if that’s what you’ve got, or the track to the letterbox in the rain; 
and what you want for telling it is a slightly sanded-down version of 
the language that’s spoken on the streets. 

Poetry – whatever love story it reprises in miniature, whatever 
moment it freezes, whatever idea it riffs – asks the big old 
unfashionable questions. But poetry will also dance the rhythms 
and sing the lyrics of the times it’s written in.

Well, it wasn’t Robert Gray who taught me these things; it was 
his poems. But it’s Robert telling me why poetry matters and why 
it will endure. His shelves are crowded (neatly) with poets – Emily 
Dickinson, Elizabeth Bishop, Kenneth Rexroth, Ezra Pound, William 
Carlos Williams, Seamus Heaney, Wallace Stevens, Walt Whitman, 
some Chinese poets whose names I can’t make out. I notice how 
many of the poets Robert Gray, this very Australian poet, names as 
his teachers, are from elsewhere – from America, in particular. 

“The only thing I ever wanted to do was make poems,” Robert 
Gray says, and that’s pretty much the way it’s turned out. He heard 
his calling early. Curiously, he heard it in a book of prose, The Wind 
in the Willows; but what he heard was poetry. “The book felt to me, 
as a child, so sensuous and visual and rhythmic, and I wanted to do 
what it did with language.” And it didn’t take him long to find that 
poetic forms were the best vehicles for gardening the world with 
language.

Robert Gray is 65. His first book of poems, Creekwater Journal 
– its title, both scholarly and outdoorsy, suggestive of Basho and 
Whitman and of paperbark-priested backwaters – appeared 37 years 
ago, and since then Gray has published 12 volumes of poems, most 
recently Nameless Earth (2006). His many honours include The 
Age Book of the Year Award and the NSW and Victorian Premier’s 
Awards. In 2009, he published a memoir, The Land I Came Through 
Last; the book won the Waverly Prize for nonfiction 

“The payload of poetry is emotion,” says Gray. “Poetry enters the 
reader through the mind; but then, if it’s any good, it drops down 
to the body. A good poem elicits a bodily response. Emotion – or 
rather, a kind of emotional understanding of things – is what it is a 

poem is concerned to produce. Poetry is a form of art, of course, and 
the purpose of art is the education of the senses.” 

“Poetry is the sound of language organised in lines” is a serviceable 
definition offered by James Longenbach recently. Rhythm is a large 
part of what makes a poem a poem. So, too, is tight, bright diction 
and phrasing; memorable metaphors, in particular, characterise 
Gray’s poetry: “the sea is a glass that’s brimming/ under the tap”; 
from the train window the poets sees “one of those bright crockery 
days”; rain falls with “its eyes closed”; “Bring my mother in/from 
the morning,” the poet worries; “she will vanish in that light.” 

It was Gray’s lean lyric verse that first showed me this: poetry is 
writing from which most of the writing has been taken. 

Rhyme was one of the conventions twentieth century poetry 
turned its back on, searching for a new poetry for a new age. You 
can rhyme if you want to, Gray says, but it doesn’t make it a poem. 
“There’s too much historical evidence against the idea that poems 
have to rhyme,” he says. Homer, Milton and the Roman poets didn’t 
rhyme. Many Chinese poems rhyme, but Japanese poems mostly 
don’t. Other devices are more important, including how a poem 
looks on the page and how its form dances with its content. 

“Poetry is another kind of music,” Robert Gray says. “It works on 
you like music, but it works deeper because it says things, because it 
speaks and makes literal sense. Music doesn’t do that.” For Gray, for 
these reasons, poetry is the highest form of art. And the most useful. 

But is it too late for poetry? When I ask Robert Gray about its 
future, he’s sure. “It’s the novelists who should be worried,” he says. 
“If narrative’s all you’ve got, you’re in trouble. There are plenty of 
new ways to tell stories – and some of them work better than books. 
But poetry does what only poetry can do, and it does it the only way 
it can be done.

“In a poem everything is equal,” says Gray.
“Unlike prose, the content is no more important than the vessel 

it comes in.”
Another poet who exercised a deep minimalist influence on Gray, 

the American William Carlos Williams, once wrote: “It is difficult/to 
get the news from poems/ yet men die miserably every day/for lack/ 
of what is found there.” As long as enough people remember to 
want what that is, poetry is safe, and so are we. And if you wanted to 
find your way back to the deep old news that poems tell, you might 
start with Robert Gray. 

Poetry on a Plate, Bluemetal Vineyard, 112 Compton Park Road 
Berrima, 23 April, noon until 2.30pm, $40, bookings 4877 1877 
or cellar@bluemetalvineyard.com 

Mark Tredinnick has just completed his first book of poems, due 
out in September.

Burradoo poet Mark Tredinnick pays tribute to his favourite poet, the man he calls his teacher, Robert Gray.  
Robert will speak at Bluemetal Vineyard this month.

A gardener of the language
Mark Tredinnick, pictured, hosts the 

poetry series.

“In a poem everything is equal”

“The payload of poetry is emotion,” 
says Gray. “Poetry enters the reader 
through the mind; but then, if it’s any 
good, it drops down to the body. A good 
poem elicits a bodily response.
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fashion

Veston safari jacket
Available from Babilonia, Bong Bong 

Street Bowral 4862 2033

Available from The Bowral Shoe Store, 
Bong Bong Street Bowral 4861 5888

Available from The Countryman,
Bong Bong St Bowral 4861 3818

Available from Hers & Mine, Bong Bong 
Street, Bowral  4861 7330

1. “Tristan” black long boot  
2. “Bernie” brown boot  
3. “Vista” boot in oak

1. Grey Pretty in Pink jacket
2. Red and grey Sabena 
Australian made cashmere 
jacket
3. Red Pretty in Pink 
woollen jacket.1. RM Williams “Aldgate” Italian Moleskin women’s 

jacket shown with RM Williams “Tarrington” silk scarf
2. RM Williams black “Yarra Glen” padded jacket
3. RM Williams custom made “Wellington” top boot in 
brown (made to order only)

1

1
2 3

2

3

1

2

3

Boutique

______________________________________________________OPEN 7 DAYS 
380 Bong Bong St BOWRAL

Ph 02 4861 7330 

monti
PRINCIPLES

Welcome to Bowral

Exclusive to  
Hers & Mine

shawls
Bella Bodies Shape Wear

formal occasions
long gloves

evening wear
wedding aparell
evening tops, all sizes

great sports tops  
and bottoms

hats

all weather coats for travellers

Pretty in Pink
Sabena

Paddington Coats
Sandra Steiner

Faux Coats

Wool & Cashmere plus

Womens fashion 
For all sizes 8 – 24
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The Heritage Fair held at historic Throsby House in Moss Vale 
achieved two aims: to find a new venue for Highlands Pipes and 
Drums, following the competition being cancelled at Mittagong, 
and to encourage more links between the first home in the district 
and the modern community around it.

One of the principal organisers, Rod Farrow of Moss Vale Rotary 
said, “Throsby Park Historic Site played an important role in the 
development of the Southern Highlands. It is a spectacular venue 
for the Fair that we hope will become an annual event and a major 
fund raiser.” 

The event was a joint venture organised by the Rotary Clubs 
of Moss Vale and Berrima, The Highlands Pipes and Drums and 
the NSW National Parks and Wildlife Service. It is the only pipes 
competition in Australia which features both solo and band events. 
Children were entertained by a clown, and visitors also poured 
into see the old house, left much as it was when the last Throsby’s 
vacated. The day also featured a Period Dress Competition for kids. A 
range of commercial stalls provided Scottish heritage knick knacks. 
One visitor went home with $1100 worth of replica Scottish swords. 
It attracted more than 2500 visitors and promises to be a significant 
new tourism highlight for the Southern Highlands. 

Chieftain of the Day, Rear Admiral Peter Sinclair opened and 
closed the event. The former Governor-General is himself a Throsby 
descendent and mentioned that Governor Lachlan Macquarie had 
visited the house, and decided on the name “Throsby Park’ way 
back in the early 1800s.

Karen Webb of Robertson, a 23 year old Registered Nurse won 
second prize in the solo Elementary Piping Competition that fielded 
27 competitors. Karen started her musical career playing the clarinet 
but prefers the pipes. “I enjoy playing the bagpipes because it’s 
different to playing other music. You don’t use sheet music and I 
have had to memorise a repertoire of about fifty tunes.”

A judge in the solo bagpipe competition, Barry Gray from 
Canberra illustrated the contemporary relevance of the pipes, 
“I’ve played with AC/DC and Paul McCartney. The pipes are really 
popular at weddings and I’ve even done one where the groom was 
Jewish and the bride, Scottish. You should hear Hava Nagila on the 
pipes. They loved it!”

Solo piper Tam McGirr stirred the crowd, playing from the house 
verandah. “It was quite inspirational,” said Rod Farrow.

Pipes a-plenty Ford Kristo

1. Sporran in flight; 2. Pipers on the march; 3. Canberra Celtic Pipe Band; 4. Imelda Marcos, eat your heart out; 
 5. Ned of Moss Vale, the winner of the Children’s Period Costume Competition; 6. Sydney Thistle Highland Pipe 
Band; 7. Competition judge, Chris Shaw of Moss Vale (right) discusses Dennis Browning’s performance in the solo 
piper competition; 8. Ned and Lexie of Moss Vale in their period costumes
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SPORT PETER NORMAN Bowral

It was the nine-year-old’s fourth win in the 
classic race, having won in Hobart, Adelaide and 
Melbourne, while narrowly missing out last year 
in the race won by Mr Feelgood.

There were no excuses for the second-placed 
Monkey King, which sat behind Blacks A Fake 
when Rasmussen pulled the horse three wide at 
the 800 metre mark. For one brief moment, it 
seemed that Monkey King, New Zealand Cup 
and Miracle Mile winner, had the other horse’s 
measure, but in what only seemed a few more 
strides, the Queensland Champion responded, 
leaving the race favorite in his wake.

Blacks A Fake’s fourth victory, in front of a 
crowd of just under 15,000, sits comfortably 
alongside Makybe Diva’s three Melbourne Cup 
victories and Kingston Town’s treble in what is 
arguably the greatest thoroughbred race in the 
country, The WS Cox Plate.

Blacks A Fake has now amassed over $4 

million in prize money in a career that has seen 
61 victories from 82 starts.

It was the culmination of a successful 
WATPAC Inter Dominion series for the NSW 
Harness Racing Club, with trainers and drivers 
praising the three venue format. Heats were held 
at Newcastle International Paceway and Harold 
Park Paceway, with finals at Menangle Park 
Paceway.

Just 40 minutes from the Highlands, 
Menangle Park is a fantastic venue for harness 
racing with meetings conducted every Tuesday, 
and normally every second Monday.

Their next big event, the Len Smith Mile 
meeting, is on Friday night 23 April. Entry is just 
$10.00 for adults and no charge for children. 

The lawn marquee will also be open. For a cost 
of $80.00 per head you receive course admission 
and a race book and enjoy a seafood buffet. To 
book your space call Louise on 9660 3688.

Blacks A Fake shakes monkey off his 
back to win fourth Inter Dominion 

Equine history was made in our own backyard last month as the Natalie Rasmussen- 
driven Blacks A Fake ensured his place in racing immortality with a phenomenal win 
in the WATPAC Inter Dominion Final held at Menangle Park Paceway on 7 March.

Alison Boman and milliner Wendi Nutt and 
Donna Lee

Natalie Rasmussen with Blacks A Fake

LIVERPOOL
OPEN 7 DAYS AND NIGHTS

229 Macquarie Street LIVERPOOL

TAHMOOR
OPEN 6 DAYS

158 Remembrance Drive TAHMOOR

EMERGENCY SERVICES EVERY DAY + NIGHT - EXCEPT XMAS & NEW YEARS DAY

THE ART OF COSMETIC & RESTORATIVE DENTISTRY   WWW.GENTLEDENTALCARE.COM.AU

.  
 dental experience Anaesthesia Services IV sedation.

with over 30 years experience.

Custom Mouthguards only $185

Missing teeth? Free Implant Consultations (value $100)

GENTLE DENTAL CARE - 7 DAYS

All our mouthguards are individually designed and custom made.
GDC mouth guards are comfortable, durable and easy to clean.
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